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Figure 1: A drop falling into a shallow pool creates a water crown.
Abstract
We introduce the idea of using an explicit triangle mesh to track the air/fluid interface in a smoothed particle
hydrodynamics (SPH) simulator. Once an initial surface mesh is created, this mesh is carried forward in time using
nearby particle velocities to advect the mesh vertices. The mesh connectivity remains mostly unchanged across
time-steps; it is only modified locally for topology change events or for the improvement of triangle quality. In order
to ensure that the surface mesh does not diverge from the underlying particle simulation, we periodically project
the mesh surface onto an implicit surface defined by the physics simulation. The mesh surface gives us several
advantages over previous SPH surface tracking techniques. We demonstrate a new method for surface tension
calculations that clearly outperforms the state of the art in SPH surface tension for computer graphics. We also
demonstrate a method for tracking detailed surface information (like colors) that is less susceptible to numerical
diffusion than competing techniques. Finally, our temporally-coherent surface mesh allows us to simulate high-
resolution surface wave dynamics without being limited by the particle resolution of the SPH simulation.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry
and Object Modeling—Physically based modeling I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and
Realism—Animation
1. Introduction
Within the field of computer graphics, there is a diverse
set of different techniques for animating liquids. Each tech-
nique has its own merits and drawbacks: Eulerian techniques
can produce very realistic animations, but they are compu-
tationally expensive and unsuitable for simulating certain
effects like spray and foam. Shallow water discretizations
run at real-time rates, but they are restricted to height fields.
Particle-based simulations, like smoothed particle hydrody-
namics (SPH), easily retain volume and momentum, and
they have been used in a wide range of applications like liq-
uids, deformable solids, multi-phase fluids, viscoelastic ma-
terials, controlled liquids, and porous flow. However, these
particle-based methods traditionally produce noisy and un-
realistic surfaces.
The standard technique for producing a surface for a par-
ticle simulation involves the creation of an implicit surface
that essentially wraps around all of the particles in the simu-
lation. While recent research has greatly improved the visual
quality of the surface that results from such an implicit for-
mulation, this implicit surface strategy generally has diffi-
culty producing and retaining high resolution surface details
like waves, textures, and ripples.
We introduce a new explicit method for tracking the sur-
face of a particle-based fluid simulation, which overcomes
many of these difficulties. Our surface tracking approach be-
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gins by constructing a surface mesh for the fluid at the first
time step in the simulation. This initial mesh is an isosurface
from a traditional implicit surface representation. In subse-
quent time steps the old mesh vertices are advected using
the velocity of the fluid particles. We then project the new
vertex locations back onto the implicit surface to ensure that
numerical errors do not accumulate to cause the surface to
diverge from the simulation particles. Where the mesh has
been stretched or compressed, we perform edge splits or col-
lapses in order to improve the triangle shapes, and when the
fluid surface splits or merges we use a robust technique for
changing the mesh topology.
This mesh surface gives us several advantages over previ-
ous particle surface tracking techniques. First, we demon-
strate a new method for surface tension calculations that
yields higher quality results than prior methods for SPH sur-
face tension for computer graphics. We also introduce an in-
tuitive method for tracking detailed surface information (like
colors) that is less susceptible to numerical diffusion than
competing techniques. Finally, our temporally-coherent sur-
face mesh allows us to simulate high-resolution surface wave
dynamics without being limited by the number of particles
in the particle simulation. The contributions of our paper are
as follows:
• We introduce the first mesh-based surface tracker for a
particle-based simulation.
• Our method allows for accurate tracking of surface data
like colors and textures that is virtually free of common
artifacts like numerical diffusion.
• We present a new surface tension model that outperforms
the state of the art in SPH for computer graphics.
• We introduce a new method for adding subtle ripple de-
tails to an animation that has already been simulated —
this is the first technique that adds surface tension dynam-
ics as a post-process to an already-computed simulation.
2. Related Work
2.1. Surface Tracking
A large body of techniques in surface tracking have been de-
veloped by researchers in recent years. The levelset method
[OS88] has been successfully applied to track the free sur-
face of a fluid in an Eulerian simulation scheme. To over-
come volume loss and the blurring of features of the basic
levelset method, Enright et al. [EFFM02] introduced a parti-
cle levelset method that advects explicit particles along with
an implicit signed distance function. Lossaso et al. [LGF04]
proposed an adaptive simulation method that captures fine
surface details by using an octree data structure to increase
the simulation resolution. Bargteil et al. [BGOS06] intro-
duced the semi-Lagrangian contouring method. They create
a new mesh by advecting a signed distance field to maintain
a more accurate surface representation, and their method can
track free surfaces of liquid along with surface properties
such as colors and texture maps.
While these implicit surface techniques easily handle
changes in surface topology, the size of the features that they
can represent is limited by a grid resolution. To alleviate this
limitation, researchers have turned to explicit tracking meth-
ods. In CFD literature, Hieber and Koumoutsakos [HK05a]
introduced a Lagrangian particle levelset method that uses
discrete particle samples for representing and advecting a
signed distance field. In the computer animation literature,
researchers have used approaches that maintain and advect a
triangle mesh along with the fluid velocity field. The method
presented by Müller [M0¨9] globally re-samples the surface
using a marching cubes grid, but then retains previous mesh
samples in order to preserve fine surface features. Misz-
tal et al. [MBE∗10] explicitly track fluid surfaces on a tri-
angle mesh which is embedded as a subcomplex of a de-
formable tetrahedral mesh. Their tetrahedral grid is locally
re-meshed in the region where the surface mesh components
collide. Bridson [BB09] use a mesh surgery technique that
is purely based on geometric intersections. They later com-
bined this with an Eulerian simulation in which pressure
samples are placed in order to capture fine surface geom-
etry [BBB10]. To handle changes in topology when using a
mesh surface representation, Du et al. [DFG∗06] and Wojtan
et al. [WTGT09] use local re-meshing techniques in regions
where the mesh topology differs from that of an isosurface
representation of the fluid interface. In [WTGT10], a local
convex hull procedure is used for local re-meshing to pre-
serve thin fluid features. The mesh-based surface tracking
in our research makes use of techniques from [WTGT09]
and [WTGT10].
Surface tracking is difficult in particle-based fluid sim-
ulation schemes, because particles do not retain any con-
nectivity information. Researchers have developed a num-
ber of methods for reconstructing surfaces from such parti-
cle simulations. The blobby sphere approach was introduced
by Blinn [Bli82], and uses a sum of isotropic Gaussian basis
functions to construct a surface. Zhu and Bridson [ZB05] de-
fined a new implicit surface model by averaging particle lo-
cations and their radii to enhance the surface smoothness of
the blobby method. Adams et al. [APKG07] improved Zhu’s
method by tracking the particle-to-surface distances across
simulation time steps. The approach of Williams [Wil08]
smooths an explicit mesh extracted from an implicit func-
tion by applying Laplacian and bi-Laplacian smoothing.
Museth et al. [MCZ07] blurred implicit metaballs accord-
ing to anisotopic diffusion. Later, Yu and Turk [YT10]
used an anisotropic kernels and Laplacian smoothed par-
ticle positions to define a smoothed implicit surface. Re-
cently, Bhattacharya et al. [BGB11] improved the method of
Williams [Wil08] by minimizing thin-plate energy on an im-
plicit level-set surface instead of smoothing an explicit mesh.
One limitation of these aforementioned surface recon-
struction methods for particle based fluids is that carrying
surface properties on the surface from one frame to a next
frame is not straightforward, because a new surface mesh is
constructed at each rendering step. In contrast, our new ap-
proach facilitates surface tracking by advecting an explicit
mesh surface at each frame.
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An important prior method for tracking the surface of
particle-based implicit surfaces is the active surface ap-
proach of Desbrun and Cani [DCG98]. Like active contours
from computer vision, they create a surface that is attracted
to a moving zero set of an implicit function, but that can also
be affected by other forces such as surface tension. Their
surface representation is a discretely sampled implicit field
on a regular grid. The advection field is determined by the
difference between a target field and a current field. Because
they use Marching Cubes to create a polygonal surface on
a per-frame basis, it is not clear how their method could be
used to carry additional quantities such as colors on the sur-
face. They demonstrated surface smoothing due to surface
tension forces, but did not give examples of capillary waves.
Recently, Stam and Schmidt [SS11] proposed a new sur-
face tracking approach for time-evolving implicit surfaces.
They uniquely defined a velocity field on implicit surfaces
over time by enforcing a constraint on the evolution of the
normal field. They apply this approach to track a moving
surface and to motion blur moving implicit surfaces.
In addition to surface front tracking, special techniques
have been developed for tracking surface characteristics
such as colors, texture coordinates and physical proper-
ties. Mihalef et al. [MMS07] used surface marker particles
for carrying color information and enhancing the level-set
resolution. Texture mapped particles are advected through
the fluid velocity field in [REN∗04], while texture color
and local orientation is advected and used as a constraint
to synthesize temporally coherent textures in [KAK∗07]
and [BSM∗06]. Bargteil et al. [BGOS06] showed that semi-
Lagrangian surface tracking can be used to carry surface
properties during a simulation.
2.2. Surface Tension
Surface tension forces have been applied in a number of
Eulerian grid simulation methods. Kang et al. [KFL00] es-
timate surface curvature from a levelset function in order
to produce surface tension forces. Lossaso et al. [LGF04]
calculated the surface tension forces at free surfaces more
accurately by employing an octree structure. Hong and
Kim [HK05b] treat surface tension effects as discontinu-
ous boundary conditions at the interface. Using an explicit
surface representation, discrete curvature operators such as
that of Desbrun et al. [DMSB99] can be used to compute
accurate surface tension forces. Surface tension effects are
formulated as an optimization approach to surface energy
in [MBE∗10, EMB11]. Brochu et al. [BBB10] added a dis-
continuous pressure jump based on the mean curvature of
the surface. The method of Thürey et al. [TWGT10] com-
putes the surface tension forces from a mesh using volume
preserving mean curvature flow, and these forces are used as
a boundary condition to the grid-based pressure solve.
There have also been several approaches to applying sur-
face tension forces in particle-based simulations. Müller et
al. [MCG03] approximate the surface tension force as the
divergence of the surface normal field. Clavet et al. [CBP05]
used a double density relaxation to achieve effects similar
to surface tension. Hu and Adams [HA06] discussed a sur-
face tension model multi-phase SPH simulation, and Becker
and Teschner [BT07] proposed a molecular cohesive force
approach for surface tension effects. Zhang [Zha10] detects
boundary particles and measures the curvature from a lo-
cal surface representation constructed from moving least
squares (MLS). Andersson et al. [AJM∗10] use the Radial
Basis Function (RBF) framework to define a new implicit
color filed that yields a smooth surface. Then they apply sur-
face tension forces to particles by evaluating the curvature
along the surface.
All previous methods in particle-based simulations use
particle samples to generate tension effects. Consequently,
the particle resolution explicitly limits the resolution of the
tension force. Our approach is able to push beyond this limit
by combining a standard SPH solver with a detailed explicit
surface mesh.
2.3. Dynamic Surfaces
One method of creating finely detailed surfaces at a low
computational cost is to couple a high resolution surface rep-
resentation with a lower resolution solver for the bulk of the
fluid. Goktekin et al. [GBO04] and Kim et al. [KSK09] cou-
ple a high resolution particle levelset with the low resolution
fluid solver. Bargteil et al. [BSM∗06] used an octree con-
touring method that is coupled with the uniform grid fluid
solver. Sifakis et al. [SSIF07] embedded high resolution par-
ticle samples on the simulation mesh, and the low resolution
finite element solver of [BWHT07] is coupled with a de-
tailed surface mesh in [WT08].
Our surface dynamics approach has commonalities with
the work of Tessendorf [Tes02], Wang et al. [WMT07] and
Thürey et al. [TWGT10]. Tessendorf simulates ocean sur-
face waves on a height field using Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) approach. Wang et al. solve a general shallow water
equation on a surface mesh, while Thürey et al. use a dy-
namic surface mesh to solve the wave equation. In our ap-
proach, capillary waves of variable speed are generated on
the mesh by minimizing thin plate energy. We use a per-
vertex displacement along the normal of the surface mesh in
order to create surface dynamics.
3. Surface Tracking
3.1. Mesh Advection and Topology Changes
Our new approach to surface tracking maintains an explicit
mesh that is consistent with an isosurface defined by the po-
sition of the SPH particles. The SPH particles define an im-
plicit function φ(x) that is positive for values inside of the
surface and is negative for outside values, and our isosurface
is extracted as a zero level-set of φ(x). We use the isosur-
face in two ways: 1) to create the initial surface mesh, and 2)
as a surface to project mesh vertices onto during subsequent
time steps. We use the anisotropic kernel method of Yu and
Turk [YT10] to define our isosurface based on the particle
positions. This method is similar to defining an isosurface
based on the sum of per-particle radial basis functions, but
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Figure 2: A dumbbell in zero gravity exhibits pinch-off due to surface tension effects (Rayleigh-Plateau instability). Later in
this animation the separate components re-join each other.
differs in that each basis function may be stretched accord-
ing to the particle distribution in a local neighborhood. The
anisotropic kernel method yields an isosurface that is quite
close to the center of SPH particles that are on the boundary,
and this helps us to interpolate boundary particle velocities
onto the mesh vertices.
Our method begins by constructing an initial surface mesh
by applying Marching Cubes to the isosurface of φ(x). Once
this initial mesh is created, our surface tracking method con-
sists of repeating the following four tasks for each time step:
1. Advect the mesh vertices according to SPH particle ve-
locities.
2. Improve triangle shapes using edge split and edge col-
lapse operations.
3. Project the mesh vertices onto the implicit surface.
4. Perform topological changes when the fluid merges or
splits apart.
To prepare for the advection of a surface mesh vertex at
a given time step, we retrieve all of the simulation particles
within the SPH smoothing radius of the vertex using a spa-
tial hash grid. We calculate normalized weights for each of
these selected particles by evaluating SPH’s smoothing ker-
nel on their distances to the vertex. The vertex velocity is
given by summing the weighted velocity of these neighbor-
hood particles. Therefore, the velocity of vertex i is given by:
vi =∑
j
Wi jv j/∑
j
Wi j, (1)
where Wi j is the SPH smoothing kernel evaluation on a dis-
tance between vertex i and particle j, and v j is the velocity
of particle j. For all of our simulation examples, we use the
B-cubic spline kernel from [BT07].
Then we advect both the surface mesh and the SPH parti-
cles. We chose symplectic Euler as our numerical advection
scheme because it is stable, energy preserving, and simple to
implement. We also perform edge collapses and edge splits
at the end of each advection step to maintain a high mesh
quality. We define an average edge length lavg relative to the
particle spacing. We split edges when they are longer than
2lavg and collapse edges when they are shorter than 0.5lavg.
We also perform edge collapses if the triangles have very
small angles (less than pi/30), or the dihedral angles between
triangles are more than a pi/3 deviation from being flat.
Although the advection step keeps the surface vertices
near to the isosurface, accumulated numerical errors may
cause inconsistency between the explicit mesh and the iso-
surface. In addition, topological changes to the fluid such as
merging and splitting will produce surface vertices that are
off the isosurface. Our projection step is designed to keep
the surface mesh closely matched to the isosurface. In addi-
tion, it is during this projection step that we detect the re-
gions where topological changes occur (to be discussed be-
low). For an updated vertex vi at position xi after the ad-
vection step, we project the vertex onto the isosurface of
φ(x) by performing a binary search along the ray segment
from xi to xi + εni where ni is the vertex normal obtained
from the discrete mean curvature computation. The value
of ε is sign(φ(xi)) · ra where φ(xi) is the evaluation of the
isovalue at vi and ra is the average particle spacing. When
φ(xi) · φ(xi + εni) ≤ 0, we refine the interval until the new
vertex is located where the isovalue is close enough to zero
or until the maximum number of iterations has been per-
formed. For all examples in the paper, we use four iterations
and the value of 0.001 for the isovalue threshold.
This projection step will fail if φ(xi) ·φ(xi + εni)≥ 0, be-
cause we cannot locate the zero isovalue position along the
ray. This condition signals a topological change — the iso-
surface of φ(x) has either merged or split, so we need to
merge or split the surface mesh as well in order for it to
remain consistent with the simulation. Topological merges
may produce vertices inside the fluid volume with a posi-
tive isovalue, while topological splits may produce vertices
outside the fluid volume with a negative isovalue. For both
cases, we first move vi to xi + εni in case |φ(xi + εni)| <
|φ(xi)|. We also set a topology change flag that indicates that
we need to identify and fix such local changes. We then use
the method of Wojtan et al. [WTGT09] to repair the topology
of the mesh.
We refer the reader to [WTGT09] for details of resolv-
ing topology changes of the mesh, but we briefly outline the
steps here. First, we calculate a grid-sampled signed distance
field for the surface mesh. This signed distance field (and
not the implicit function φ(x)) will be used to recognize re-
gions that require changing the mesh. We then mark each
cell in which the eight corner samples of the distance field
disagrees with the mesh in terms of topology. The surface
mesh is clipped to these cells, and the polygons inside such
cells are removed. New triangles are created using March-
ing Cubes inside these marked cells, and these triangles are
sewn together with the mesh at the cell faces. This approach
handles most of the topology change mesh events, including
surface merging, surface splitting and other self-intersection
events at the resolution of the grid.
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Figure 3: Three viscous figures with surface colors are dropped on a bar.
The topological event that the above procedure does not
handle is a sub-grid scale splitting event, as occurs with a
droplet pinch-off. We treat this case as in [WTGT10], during
edge collapse operations. When a short edge is identified for
collapse, we first check to see whether the edge is part of a
thin tunnel surrounded by a ring of three edges that would
be flattened if the edge were to be collapsed. Such a case
indicates a topological split, and we do not perform the edge
collapse. Instead, we replicate the vertices along the ring of
edges, separate the mesh into two parts at this ring, and cap
off these rings with one triangle each.
While we chose to use the explicit mesh tracking method
of [WTGT09] in this paper, the method of [BB09] is a valid
alternative. The main functional difference between these
methods is the strategy for handling topological changes:
[WTGT09] efficiently changes topology based on underly-
ing implicit surface, while [BB09] uses collision detection
and proximity cues. Because the method of [WTGT09] al-
lows the use of a high resolution mesh with the same topol-
ogy of a lower resolution isosurface, it is ideal for our appli-
cation (tracking detailed surface geometry while preserving
the connectivity of a lower resolution particle simulation).
It is worth mentioning that by projecting the surface mesh
onto the isosurface, we sacrifice one benefit of using an ex-
plicit mesh — that it can easily represent thin features. We
could easily allow these thin sheets if we advect the sur-
face mesh without projection. Unfortunately, ignoring the
projection would lead to drift in the simulation (either the
surface drifting too far away from the particles, or the par-
ticles drifting far outside of the surface mesh). An alterna-
tive way to correct this drift is to re-sample the particles
inside the surface mesh as is proposed in [AT11]. How-
ever, continual re-sampling negates the Lagrangian bene-
fits of particle-based fluids. In graphics literature, fairing
the Lagrangian surface with the evolving isosurface is of-
ten addressed by the projecting approach: Witkin and Heck-
bert [WH94] projected the velocity of surface particles, and
Stam and Schmidt [SS11] projected the surface mesh in or-
der to prevent the mesh drifting away from the isosurface. In
our approach, we also chose to project the surface mesh onto
the isosurface in order to remain faithful to the Lagrangian
simulation.
3.2. Surface Property Advection
By maintaining the explicit surface mesh representation, we
are easily able to track surface quantities such as colors,
textures or physical properties. We choose to carry surface
quantities on the mesh vertices because the interpolation and
extrapolation schemes at vertices are straightforward. As the
surface mesh is advected, a local re-meshing happens when
we perform edge operations or topological changes.
When a new vertex is created by the edge split operation,
the properties in one-ring neighbor vertices are linearly aver-
aged according to the edge length weight. When two vertices
are merged by the edge collapse operation, two properties
are averaged on a new vertex. In the event of topological
changes, we remove local invalid mesh patches and replace
them with newly created correct topology triangle patches.
To assign surface properties to the newly created vertices,
all new vertices connected to an original mesh vertex (one
that was not replaced by the topological operation) are as-
signed extrapolated properties from the original vertices and
pushed into a queue. Then we propagate the properties of
the original vertices to the interior of the patch by iteratively
popping the vertex at the front of the queue, extrapolating its
properties onto the unvisited one-ring neighbor vertices, and
then pushing the neighbors into the queue.
As an alternative to this flood-fill approach, we could
solve for a Harmonic or Biharmonic equation that interpo-
lates properties from the original mesh vertices onto the new
ones. Although a Biharmonic interpolant will produce very
smooth data, we found that our flood-fill approach is simple
and accurate enough for the demonstrations in this paper, es-
pecially because the size of newly created patches is usually
fairly small.
The main benefit of tracking surface quantities using the
explicit mesh is that we introduce little dissipation of the
quantities over time. Most mesh vertices are carried across
many time steps undisturbed, and thus the properties at these
vertices remain untouched. This is in contrast to mesh-based
surface tracking methods that perform global re-meshing at
each time step.
Another benefit of keeping an explicit representation is
that we can delay the quantity tracking and perform it as a
post-process. Instead of transferring surface quantities dur-
ing the simulation, we can make a separate sequence by stor-
ing each quantity transferring process per-timestep. That is,
for each newly created vertex we make a list of the influenc-
ing vertices and their weights. Once we build this transfer-
ring sequence, we can track different quantities on the iden-
tical simulation. One application of this post-processing ap-
proach to tracking surface properties is the generation of sur-
face waves on a mesh sequence. We refer readers Section 6
for the details of this method.
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Figure 4: Two spheres that merge and exhibit surface waves.
4. Surface Tension Model
We apply surface tension to the SPH particles as a body
force. The curvature normal at each mesh vertex is com-
puted by applying the discrete mean curvature operator on
the mesh. We then create a per-vertex surface tension force
and transfer these forces to the SPH particles. To do this, we
locate the nearby mesh vertices within the SPH smoothing
radius of each particle pi. Then the surface tension force fi
is given by:
fi = γ∑
j
Wi jA jκ j/∑
j
Wi jA j, (2)
where γ is the surface tension coefficient, Wi j is the SPH
smoothing kernel evaluation on a distance between particle
i and vertex j, and κ j is the mean curvature normal of ver-
tex j. The value A j is the area of the mesh closest to vertex
j, that is, A j is one-third of the sum of the area of the tri-
angles adjacent to j. We use the shape operator of Meyer et
al. [MDSB02] to calculate the curvature κ j from the one-
ring of triangles around vertex j. We use area-based weights
to generate the surface tension forces of Equation 2 since
small area triangles are often obtuse and Meyer’s approach
is unstable for such poorly-shaped triangles. By weighting
these curvature estimates using triangle areas, we are able to
attenuate the noise caused by these cases.
There have been prior methods for calculating surface
tension forces for SPH simulations, including the double
density relaxation method [CBP05] and the molecular co-
hesive force approach [BT07]. In these formulations, the
surface tension is rather an emergent feature and the ten-
sion force is not induced from the mean curvature of the
fluid surface. In contrast, our surface tension model cap-
tures the detailed curvature from the explicit surface repre-
sentation and the tension force is explicitly induced from the
fluid surface. The color field approaches to SPH surface ten-
sion [MCG03], [HA06] suffer from numerical errors caused
by irregular particle samples. In contrast, our approach is
unaffected by the particle distribution because the curvature
information on the surface is computed from the high reso-
lution mesh representation. We refer readers to Section 6 for
the comparison of our approach with the molecular cohesive
force approach.
Figure 5: A cubic water drop that oscillates and settles into
a sphere.
5. Surface Physics
Our mesh-based surface tension induces forces on the SPH
particles and causes smoothing of the fluid that is charac-
teristic of small-scale flows. There is, however, another phe-
nomena due to surface tension that would be computation-
ally prohibitive to simulate using forces on particles, namely
capillary waves. We take a different approach to simulating
this phenomena, and in particular we simulate this form of
wave propagation directly on the surface mesh. In order to
do this, we treat these waves as displacements from a base
mesh in the normal direction. These displacements are prop-
erties that we store directly on the mesh vertices, much like
color values.
We perform our surface wave physics on a dynamic sur-
face mesh D that is constructed from a base surface mesh B
that represents the fluid surface. Initially,D is just a duplicate
of the base mesh B. At each simulation step, we compute
new positions of D by performing surface wave dynamics.
These updated displacements of D are stored back on B and
carried to the next step by advecting B. Similar to the wave
equation model used in [WMT07] and [TWGT10], we con-
strain the vertices of D to move along the normal rays of
the corresponding vertices of B. We store the height scalar h
and a scalar representing the normal component of the veloc-
ity v on the corresponding vertices in B. By maintaining the
configuration of D as scalar quantities on the vertices of B,
tracking D is simple under topological events or edge opera-
tions. That is, we treat h and v as surface quantities (similar
to color) and assign influence values on the newly created
vertices using the method described in Section 3.2
We use a thin-plate bending energy model that is simi-
lar to [BWH∗06] for our surface wave simulation. We first
describe our model on a smooth surface S in a continuous
setting, and later describe its discretization on the mesh D.
Continuous formulation: The bending energy Eb of a
smooth surface S is formulated as
Eb(S) =
1
2
∫
S
‖∆x‖2dA, (3)
where ‖ · ‖ is the l2 norm and ∆ is the Laplace-Beltrami op-
erator. In addition to Eb, we introduce a shape constraint en-
ergy Es in order to prevent excessive deformation and vol-
ume loss of D with respect to B under bending energy min-
imization. The energy Es between a surface S and its de-
formation (corresponding to B in a discrete setting) under a
homeomorphism h is defined as
Es(S) =
1
2
∫
S
‖x−h(x)‖2dA. (4)
The wave dynamics of S is determined by both conservative
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Figure 6: A water crown augmented with capillary waves as
a post-process (left), and the original water crown (right).
and dissipative forces — the conservative behavior is gov-
erned by the gradient of total energy and the dissipation is
dependent upon the velocity of the surface. The force f at x
on S is given by
fs(x) =− kb2 ∇xEb(S)−
ks
2
∇xEs(S)− kdm(x)x˙, (5)
where kb, ks and kd are coefficients for bending, shape and
damping respectively, and m(x) is a point mass of S at x and
we use the value dA for our discretization.
Numerical discretization: We discretize bending energy
as a weighted surface bi-Laplacian as described in [Wil08].
Given a dynamic mesh D with n vertices, let W be a 3n×3n
matrix representing angle cotangent weights, let A be a 3n×
3n diagonal matrix representing scaled vertex areas, and let
X be a 3n×1 vector representing vertex locations, so that the
discretized curvature normal is expressed as A−1WX . We
approximate bending energy as
Eb(D) = kbX
T (W T A−1W )X . (6)
By assigning lumped mass on the surface, the discrete shape
energy is formulated as
Es(D) = ks(X−Xb)T A(X−Xb), (7)
where Xb is a vector representing vertex locations of the
base mesh B. During the surface dynamics integration, Xb
remains unchanged to provide a reference mesh location. We
formulate the momentum equation by
X¨ =−kb(A−1W )2X− ks(X−Xb)− kd X˙ , (8)
that is obtained by discretizing (5) using (6) and (7). Note
that we linearize W and A as constants in our system by re-
computing them at every iteration as D is updated, although
they are inherently nonlinear in X. We use a symplectic Eu-
ler (also known as Euler-Cromer) method for our time in-
tegration rule to ensure that our capillary waves propagate
over long distances and do not dissipate too early. For each
SPH simulation step, we perform 5 ∼ 10 iterations of wave
dynamics. The wave frequency is proportional to ks and the
wave height is proportional to kb.
Our surface wave dynamics model is governed by bi-
Laplacian of the surface. In the continuum limit, the bi-
Laplacian flow smooths the surface while preserving the
original volume as shown in [XPB06]. The bi-Laplacian
has also been applied for extracting smooth surfaces of par-
ticle based fluids in [Wil08] and [BGB11]. Although our
discrete model does not guarantee exact volume preserv-
ing, our approach simulates physically plausible waves by
characterizing the smoothing and the volume preserving na-
ture of the real waves. Compared to the method of Thürey
et al. [TWGT10], their surface tension waves are modeled
by solving a wave equation on the surface. As mentioned
in their paper, this linearized approximation is limited by
an user-specified constant wave speed, while natural capil-
lary waves experience a wave speed dependent on the wave
number. Our method generates more complex behavior by
considering the full 3D geometry of the surface mesh, in-
stead of basing its calculations on a simplified height field.
By directly modeling bending energy instead of the lin-
earized wave equation, we can generate small waves at vary-
ing speeds. In our experience, these factors produce waves
that are visually less disturbing; however a full experimental
and theoretical analysis of our model’s dispersion behavior
is beyond the scope of this paper.
Our surface dynamics model can have numerical issues
if the surface parametrization introduces bad triangulations.
However, as described in Section 3.1, we clean up all the
flipped and degenerate triangles on the mesh by applying the
topology repairing step along with edge collapses. There-
fore, solution of our surface dynamics remains faithful on
the high quality mesh.
We found that the bending force becomes noisy when D is
displaced more than the average edge length from B due to
poorly-shaped triangles. To maintain a higher mesh quality,
we project the location of vertices in D onto the vertex nor-
mal ray of the corresponding vertices in B. As long as these
displacements are small enough, this is justifiable since the
volume preserving curvature flow runs along the normal di-
rection. Taming the wave height can be done by clamping the
height above a fixed limit. We also turn off surface waves for
small features and high curvature regions based on the cur-
vature information of the base mesh B.
6. Results
We have used our mesh-based surface tracker to produce
several SPH animations, and we describe them in this sec-
tion. Our simulations were run single-threaded on an Intel
Xeon E5620 workstation with two 2.4 GHz processors and
6 GB of main memory. The simulation code was written in
C++, and the images were rendered using Maya, except in
the case of Figures 3, 7 and 9 which were rendered with
Gelato. Please watch our video to see these animations.
Figure 2 shows an example of a Raleigh-Plateau instabil-
ity. The initial condition for this example is a dumbbell in
zero gravity. Due to the surface tension forces (induced by
the surface mesh), portions of the bar become thin and even-
tually pinch off. This illustrates that our mesh surfaces can
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Figure 7:Comparison between different surface color track-
ing approaches on the viscous figures animation. (a) per-
particle colors, (b) distance-weighted average from particle
colors, (c) nearest neighbor colors from particles, (d) our
mesh-based method.
undergo topological splits. As can be seen in our video, the
separation of these components also induce ripples on the
surface of the drops. In this example, these ripples are purely
based on the positions of the SPH particles without use of
mesh-based dynamics. This simulation used 7,279 particles.
Figure 3 shows our method for carrying properties such
as color on the surface of an object that is represented us-
ing particles. In this sequence, three highly viscous figures
(a bunny, a cube, and an armadillo) are dropped. The bunny
and the armadillo spill over both sides of a bar, and they all
pool onto the floor. We use the vertices of our surface mesh
to carry color information for each of these three objects. We
use an average edge length that is one quarter of the aver-
age inter-particle distance, and this allows us to carry a more
fine resolution of color information than per-particle colors.
Our method blends color values when a mesh triangle be-
comes overly stretched, at which time we subdivide the tri-
angle and use interpolation to create a color value at the new
vertices. We also blend colors during topological changes
to the mesh. The surface of this material in this example is
heavily stretched, yet the colors do not blend together at their
common borders. This simulation used 29,172 particles.
Figure 7 shows how our method of carrying colors com-
pares to the logical alternatives. Part (a) of this figure shows
a color-per-particle view, which is the information used for
parts (b) and (c). Part (b) uses a distance-weighted average
of per-particle colors. Part (c) demonstrates coloring the sur-
face mesh based on the color of the nearest neighbor particle.
Part (d) shows our mesh-based method of carrying colors.
When blending per-particle colors, as in part (b), we must
choose a maximum blending distance d. In part (b) of this
figure, d = s, where s is the average inter-particle distance.
In the accompanying video, we show results both for d = s
and d = 2s.
Figure 8 demonstrates the importance of projecting the
mesh vertices onto the moving implicit surface. The left im-
age shows that when this projection is not performed, the
Figure 8: Comparison between simulation with no projec-
tion (left) and projection of the surface mesh onto the moving
implicit function (right).
mesh quickly develops wrinkles in the surface. When pro-
jection is used, as shown on the right image, no such wrin-
kles form. As second example, included only in our video,
shows that if projection is not used, an unnatural bridge is
maintained between two separating particles.
The simulation of Figure 4 demonstrates two spheres of
water merging in zero gravity. This animation was produced
using 12,532 particles. When the drops merge, this causes
ripples on the water’s surface. Along with the simulation, we
added surface dynamics to these drops based on the surface
bi-Laplacian. To see the difference between using no surface
dynamics and incorporating surface dynamics, please see the
accompanying video.
Figure 5 shows the effect of surface tension on a cube of
water in zero gravity, inspired by the example of [BBB10].
Our mesh-based surface tension rounds off the corners of
the cube and causes the bulk of the fluid to be drawn to a
more spherical shape. Due to the momentum of the fluid, the
sphere shape is overshot and the fluid moves to a nearly oc-
tahedral shape before being drawn back towards the sphere.
As can be seen in the accompanying video, this oscillation
between the cube and octahedron occurs several times be-
fore the fluid settles into a sphere. In the video, we compare
our results to the method of Becker and Teschner [BT07].
Their particle-based surface tension approach also draws the
cube towards a sphere, but this motion is considerably more
damped than the motion from our mesh-based surface ten-
sion forces. This simulation used 4,096 particles.
Our final example is a water crown that was created by a
falling drop of water hitting the surface of a still pool (Fig-
ure 1). Note that this example demonstrates numerous topo-
logical changes to the surface, and these are handled by the
local topology repair method. In Figure 6, we show opaque
renderings from two versions of this animation, one with-
out surface dynamics and one that adds surface ripples using
our surface dynamics post-process. Note that in the version
without the capillary ripples the surface around the water
crown looks unnaturally flat. The images in Figure 1 include
the surface dynamics for added realism. This was our largest
simulation, and it required 200,000 particles to simulate.
Table 1 shows the per-frame computational costs for the
various components of our simulations. Note that the cost
of the surface tracking is proportional to the surface area of
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Figure 9: Comparison between simulation particles (left)
and the explicit surface mesh (right). The explicit mesh loses
tracking of the particle that is identified by the red arrow.
the fluid, so surface tracking will be faster for more compact
shapes. In most of our examples, the surface tracking took
less time than the SPH simulation of the particle motion. The
exception to this is in the simulations for Figures 3 and 7,
where we used a finer mesh resolution for color tracking.
In most of our examples, the mesh resolution was one-half
of the average particle spacing, but for the viscous figures
and the water crown, this mesh to particle spacing ratio was
0.25 and 0.37, respectively. Compared to the timings of the
method of Yu and Turk [YT10] (the third column), our sur-
face tracking (the second column) adds a similar amount of
overhead to the simulation.
Although our method incurs a per-timestep cost of the
mesh vertex projection, it turns out that this projection does
not adversely affect our running time. In a typical timestep,
most of our projections require just one implicit surface eval-
uation. In contrast, a high-quality Marching Cubes surface
extraction requires a root-finding step to locate the zero-
value point along each edge, and this typically requires
around ten implicit surface evaluations (see [Blo94] for de-
tails). Although the Marching Cubes surface extraction is
needed only per-frame and not per-timestep, the higher cost
of Marching Cubes is roughly equal to our per-timestep pro-
jection cost for the examples in this paper. In the zero-gravity
cube example of Figure 5, our surface tracking requires 0.78
seconds per frame, while the Marching cubes requires 0.67
seconds per frame.
6.1. Limitations
There are a few limitations of our mesh-based surface track-
ing method. When we use our surface wave dynamics as a
post-process, we have to prohibit the creation of new waves
by highly curved regions. If we do not take this step, then
many tiny waves are initiated and this quickly fills the entire
surface with a noisy wave field. Another limitation of our
method is that our surface dynamics do not exactly preserve
the volume of the surface. This is not noticeable for large
fluid volumes, but very small drops can be seen to slightly
oscillate in volume. We think that this can be corrected by
calculating the volume of each connected component and
then re-scaling. As shown in Figure 9, the surface mesh oc-
casionally fails tracking of some particles. This occurs in re-
gions where the mesh resolution becomes coarse, because
the isolated particles are undetected by the projection step.
Surface Surface Surface
Example Tracking Recons. Simul. Waves Total
Cube 0.54 0.24 1.15 - 1.93
Dumbbell 0.54 0.20 2.67 - 3.42
Two Sphere 1.767 5.08 3.69 11.41 21.70
Viscous Figs. 41.08 24.37 22.49 - 87.94
Water Crown 46.87 38.54 63.32 24.57 173.31
Table 1: Mesh resolution relative to the average particle
spacing and average per frame timings (in seconds) for our
simulation examples.
We think that this can be corrected by detecting escaped par-
ticles using a signed distance field of the surface mesh and
enclosing each of them with a sphere mesh.
7. Conclusion and Future Work
We have introduced a new way of tracking SPH fluids
that carries an explicit surface mesh from one time step to
the next. This approach allows us to create surface tension
forces, carry properties on the surface such as colors, and
add capillary waves to these dynamic surfaces.
There are several avenues for future work. One challenge
is to use our surface mesh to carry foam on the fluid sur-
face in order to increase the visual realism of SPH fluids.
Another possibility is to perform dynamic texture synthe-
sis on SPH fluid surfaces, similar to the work of [BSM∗06]
and [KAK∗07]. Finally, there are other particle-based meth-
ods used for animation besides SPH, and it is likely that our
mesh tracking approach can be useful for these simulators.
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